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Duo Line from Q-railing gives premium appearance at affordable prices 
 

If you want to create a baluster railing with a unique and eye-catching look, Q-railing’s 
Duo Line is the perfect system. 
 
The Duo Line post system gives a stylish industrial look, with surprising affordability. The system is 
fully modular and designed for rapid assembly. Constructed from aluminium, it has a highly scratch-

resistant, powder-coated surface in anthracite grey. 
 
Duo Line’s minimalist, modern look can bring a stylish feel to both indoor and outdoor settings. It is 

fully modular, so can be combined with a wide variety of components from other Q-railing systems, 
including handrails and infills. Incorporate vertical bars or glass infills with clamps or adapters, 
depending on the look you want to create. If you opt for glass infills, the MOD 42 glass clamp makes 

a particularly good-looking addition, supplied with RAL 7016 powder coating. You could also choose 
to mount the glass infills with Q-railing’s unique Glass Frame Tube. 

 
Duo Line’s clamping system makes assembly quick and easy. To install the infills, just push the 

adapters into the posts, attach the infill holders to the adapters, then position the infill. And that’s it! 
No drilling or tapping required and no visible screws! (Installation of MOD 42 requires drilling). 
 

Duo Line’s 60 mm-wide balusters are made of solid aluminium. They are both very light, and strong. 
In fact, in certain circumstances the posts can be placed at greater distances from one another than 
expected. Moreover, because the baluster posts are available in 1.0 m and 1.3 m lengths, you can 

use Duo Line for both balustrades and staircases. The system is engineered and tested to resist linear 
line load forces up to 1,5 kN/m. 

 
Contact one of Q-railing’s sales consultants who will arrange for a demo to present your Duo Line 
sample. Contact us on 01782 711 676 or by email at sales.uk@q-railing.com. 
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